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2000 Review (Article Word Count: 528) 8.	Hydroxycut Hardcore X Review (Article Word Count: 661) 9.	I

Can Make You Thin Review (Article Word Count: 443) 10.	If I'm So Smart, Why Can't I Lose

Weight-Review (Article Word Count: 499) 11.	Lipo-6 Review (Article Word Count: 484) 12.	Lipoxathin900

Review (Article Word Count: 558) 13.	Simeons Weight Loss Drops Review (Article Word Count: 598)

14.	SUPER HERBAL with Hoodia Review (Article Word Count: 573) 15.	The No S Diet Review (Article

Word Count: 478) 16.	TwinLab Metabolift Weight Loss Supplement Review (Article Word Count: 464)

17.	Ultrametabolism Review (Article Word Count: 551) 18.	USP Labs Oxyelite Pro Capsules Review

(Article Word Count: 595) 19.	Weight Watchers Review (Article Word Count: 467) 20.	Wu-Yi Tea Review

(Article Word Count: 488) While I know that writing reviews on hot, in-demand products is one of the best

ways to make money as an affiliate, I also know how hard it is to write up a professional review! Good

news is that I have done all the hard work for you! Here are the features of each review article of my PLR

pack: 1. Each article is thoroughly-researched from MULTIPLE sources, so that you won't find any of the

typical "sloppy" review articles in my pack! 2. Each review article is about 300-400 words in length; in fact

some of the review articles contain even more than 400 words! 3. A successful product review is one that

looks credible. That is why, each review article contains a detailed profile of the product reviewed, such

as- a) Name of the product b) Name of the product manufacturer c) Brief background research on the

product manufacturer, including the type of customer feedback received by the company on Amazon,

contact information of the manufacturer, etc. d) Salient features of the product e) Pros and cons of the

product, based on the customer reviews received by the product on Amazon Marketplace (note that

customer reviews are not available for a few products, so this section may not be present in some of the

review articles) f) Conclusion 4. Each article contains the product's affiliate link at the very top, so all you

need to do is to replace the special "AFFNAME" tag with your own Amazon Associates tracking ID. Dont

worry, I explain how to do it all at the download page. ;-) As you can see, I have made the articles very

easy to customize. Thus, instead of wasting time in hunting for each individual product's affiliate link, you

can spend that time in making money! :D 5. Most of the products reviewed are quite popular under the

"Weight Loss" category of the Amazon marketplace! Thus, there is no worrying about throwing money

down the drain by promoting a dumb, low-converting product! ;-) 6. Lastly, even though these articles are

meant to be used as product review articles, you can use them in many other ways, such as creating an

ebook out of them, using them as part of your newsletter content or autoresponder ecourse, submitting



them to article directories, using them as blog content, etc. Be creative, but please be sure to read the plr

terms too! ;-) Sample Article Extract From the Package -----------------xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx---------------- Alli

Weight-Loss Aid, Orlistat 60mg Capsules, 120-Count Refill Pack Alli is the only over-the-counter weight

loss aid that has been approved by the FDA. It works by blocking the absorption of twenty-five percent of

the fat you eat at each meal. This fat is undigested and simply leaves your body instead of turning into fat.

Using Alli also helps you learn smart eating habits that will benefit you all your life. If you consume too

much fat with a meal - more than Alli recommends - you may experience "treatment effects" which can

include loose, hard-to-control stools and flatulence with an oily discharge. The Alli website offers a

comprehensive support program and has tips and advice to help you be successful using Alli. SYNOPSIS

OF CUSTOMER REVIEWS - 4 Stars out of 346 Reviews PROS * I lost 60 pounds but also dieted

vigorously and exercised regularly at the gym on the treadmill for 35 minutes * I am very satisfied with this

product and already got four more people in my family taking the pill * I would definitely recommend this

to anyone who really has a strong will to lose weight and stick to the plan * I give Orlistat a.k.a Alli an A++

* Side effects are minimal if you follow the guide * Alli-Orlistat is probably the greatest product out there if

you know how to use it and understand it * This is the first diet product I've used that actually works * The

best part for me is that I don't feel guilty enjoying my favorite foods like ice cream and pizza * I just pop a

pill and get the pantyliners ready. It's worth it for me * Lets your body know if what you're eating is correct.

Also, more regular BM's are a plus * I love this pill and have recommended it to my friends CONS

-----------------xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx---------------- Plus You Get the Following Bonus: Weight Loss Keyword

Research Spreadsheet: Basically a list of "money-making" keywords on Weight Loss. The spreadsheet

comes in .xls format. You can view it either with Microsoft Excel or the free Openoffice, in case you don't

have Excel! Please note that NO salesletter is provided with this product! Your RIGHTS to Our PLR

Content: [YES] Can Be Edited Completely and Put Your Name on it. [YES] Can be used as web content

[YES] Can be used in an autoresponder e-course [YES] Can be used in a special report (free or paid)

[YES] Can be used in an ebook (free or paid) [YES] Can be submitted to article directories (provided you

rewrite the content) [YES] Can be published offline! [YES] Can be given away! [YES] Can be sold [YES]

Can be offered as a bonus [YES] Can be packaged with other products [YES] Can be added to non-PLR

membership sites (for your members' personal use ONLY) [YES] Can be used to create promotion

materials for your affiliates [YES] Can be offered through auction sites. [YES] Can translate the content



into a non-English language*. [NO] Can sell Resale Rights to the Source files (i.e., the editable .DOC and

.TXT Files) [NO] Can sell Master Resale Rights to the Source files (i.e., the editable .DOC and .TXT

Files) [NO] Can sell Private Label Rights to the Source files (i.e., the editable .DOC and .TXT Files) [NO]

Can giveaway the Source files (i.e., the editable .DOC and .TXT Files) [NO] Can use unethical marketing

methods or SPAM to conduct your business with the product. [NO] Can use or impersonate my name

(Arindam Chakraborty), company name (NuttieContent.com) or any other of my business or personal

information to conduct your business with the product There are 2 major exceptions to the above terms:

*EXCEPTION#1: If you translate the private label content into any non-English language, you own

complete copyright to it. In such circumstances, you CAN sell/giveaway private label rights to the content!

*EXCEPTION#2: If you change the private label content completely (or at least enough to make it

unique), then again you own complete copyright to it. In such circumstances, you CAN sell/giveaway

private label rights to it! Your RIGHTS to Our PLR Graphics: [YES] Can Be Edited Completely and Put

Your Name on it. [YES] Includes editable PSD files. [YES] Can rename the templates/graphics [YES] Can

Sell Websites Made with these Templates/Graphics [YES] Can Use These Templates/Graphics on an

Unlimited Number of your Websites. [YES] Can be given away [YES] Can be sold [YES] Can be offered

as a bonus [YES] Can be packaged with other products [YES] Can be added to non-PLR membership

sites (for your members' personal use ONLY) [YES] Can be offered through auction sites. [NO] Can sell

Resale Rights to the Source files (i.e., the editable PSD Files). [NO] Can sell Master Resale Rights to the

Source files (i.e., the editable PSD Files) [NO] Can sell Private Label Rights to the Source files (i.e., the

editable PSD Files) [NO] Can giveaway the Source files (i.e., the editable PSD Files) [NO] Can use

unethical marketing methods or SPAM to conduct your business with the product. [NO] Can use or

impersonate my name (Arindam Chakraborty), company name (NuttieContent.com) or any other of my

business or personal information to conduct your business with the product My 365-day LONG Guarantee

Policy! Use my product for as long as you wish. You have 365 days to test the product for yourself! -If

you're not delighted with what I offer here -If you think that the product isn't what you expected -If you are

not completely overwhelmed with my product Then simply contact me within 365 days of your purchase

and I will happily refund your money. NO questions asked.
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